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Independent Political Party
4th of May 2012

New British Royal Society report
proposes genocide

“T

he British Royal Society’s just-released People and the
Planet report is a blueprint for genocide,” charged
Citizens Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood today.
“What is being proposed here, under the guise of science
and environmentalism, amounts to a mass cull of people
that would make even Hitler roll in his grave.”
The April 2012 Royal Society report1 is an unabashed
call for the British Monarchy’s program of fascist austerity
and genocide, as also long advocated by the Club of Rome,
the International Panel on Climate Change, and Prince
Philip’s World Wildlife Fund.
The report—the society’s first on the subject of population—comes in the midst of an intensive campaign by this
international genocide lobby toward the Rio+20 International Conference on Population and Development in June,
which drumbeat also includes a new Club of Rome report
to be released on 7th May. According to advance reports
in the Smithsonian magazine, the report will claim that the
world’s “peak population” has been reached, and must go
down from now on.
As for the Royal Society, in its more than 100 turgid,
pseudo-scientific pages, the report’s authors argue that
world population growth must stop, and that consumption
by the populations in both the developed and emerging
economies must be slashed, all in order to reach what they
claim to be a “sustainable future”.
Called for comment2 on the report, Dr. Paul Ehrlich of
Stanford University, arch-genocidalist, author of the 1968
book The Population Bomb, and the man whom the London
Guardian calls “the world’s most renowned population
expert”, had nothing but praise for it, arguing that we must
“as rapidly as possible move to population shrinkage”, down
to perhaps 1.5-2 billion people.

Isherwood said the report of the Royal Society—whose
patron is Queen Elizabeth II—is the British Crown’s
response to the bankruptcy of their City of Londoncontrolled financial system:
“The implementation of this depopulation policy,” Isherwood asserted, “is being fast-tracked in reaction to the
rapidly collapsing global economic and financial system, a
system inherently flawed ever since the 1971 dismantling of
the post-war fixed exchange rate Bretton Woods system,
and then the 1999 repeal of the Glass-Steagall standard of
banking regulation, when speculation took off like a wildfire.
“Instead of winding back human consumption—a crucial
element in the expansion of life on the planet—to match
an economic system caught in the stranglehold of decades
of de-industrialisation and deregulation, let’s reverse those
policies and launch an economic recovery capable of
supporting a new era of mankind’s development in the
biosphere and in the Galaxy.
“This is precisely the fight the CEC has launched with its
Develop, or Die resolution, a fight being echoed across the
globe in the eruption of support for a new, global GlassSteagall regime and grand economic development projects
to power a global economic recovery. Join us in the CEC
in bringing that vision into reality today!”
Please sign the Develop,or Die resolution on the next page.
For more copies to circulate the Develop, or Die resolution, please call 1800 636 432 or go online:
http://www.cecaust.com.au/resolution/
Footnotes:

1) http://royalsociety.org/policy/projects/people-planet/
2) http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/apr/26/world-populationresources-paul-ehrlich
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Independent Political Party

RESOLUTION

The Future of Australia:
Develop or Die
Whereas:
The presently ruling policies of globalisation, privatisation, deregulation and free trade, together with
the enforcement of “environmentalist” policies so radical that they are best described as “green fascism”,
are plunging the vast majority of Australians—along with most of the rest of the world—into poverty
and misery; destroying our once-great nation; and eliminating any meaningful future for our children,

Be it therefore resolved:
1) That the entire body of “globalist” economic reforms introduced by the Hawke-Keating régimes
beginning 1983 and relentlessly extended since then, be scrapped, together with all the equallymurderous, radical environmentalist legislation enacted since that time;
2) That this nation return to the traditional protectionist, well-regulated form of agro-industrial economy
under which we once flourished, typified by the agreement in outlook between “old Labor” as
exemplified by ALP prime ministers John Curtin and Ben Chifley, on the one hand, and Country Party
leader and longtime Trade and Industries Minister John “Black Jack” McEwen, on the other;
3) That we must re-regulate our national financial system upon two essential pillars:
a) the immediate separation of sound commercial banking which benefits the average
Australian, from the speculative merchant banking activities which have grown like a
cancer under financial deregulation, both in this country and worldwide and which have
largely caused the present, ever-deepening global financial crisis; the well-known precedent
for such a separation is the 1933 U.S. Glass-Steagall Act, which President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt used to bring his nation and the world out of the Great Depression, and whose
adoption is presently being debated in numerous countries around the world;
b) the immediate re-establishment of a new, government-owned national bank to provide
credit for urgently needed great infrastructure projects as the engine to drive a great new
renaissance in our agro-industrial, physical economy; we must have a sovereign Australian
national credit system, not a London/Wall Street-controlled monetarist system, to enable us
to secure the well-being of all Australians instead of just the privileged few, as under the
present, monetarist system.
4) That we, the undersigned, will exert our utmost efforts to bring these reforms into reality, NOW!
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Please send signed resolution to: CEC Australia, PO Box 376, Coburg, Victoria 3058

